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Upper Canada Transmission, Inc 2022-2031 Rates
Scope of the Application
Exhibit A Tab 2 Schedule 1 Page 2
8. UCT hereby applies to the Ontario Energy Board (“OEB”) pursuant to section 78 of the Act,
as amended, for an order approving its proposed transmission rates and related
orders approving the:
• recovery of $31.24 million in development costs approved by Decision and Order
dated December 20, 2018 (EB-2017-0182);
• recovery of $5.331 million of pre-July 31, 2017 costs identified in Decision and
Order dated December 20, 2018 (EB-2017-0182) as eligible for consideration as
construction costs (referred to as Phase Shift Costs) and detailed as follows:
Cost category $ Millions
Extended in-service date
Environmental assessment review participation
$0.46
Land optioning negotiations
$1.44
Unbudgeted at designation
Land acquisition negotiations
$0.02
Economic participation
$3.41
Total
$5.33
• recovery of $737 million of construction costs also tracked in the CWIP Account
2055 (“CWIP Account”) established pursuant to Decision and Order dated
February 11, 2019 (EB-2017-0182);
• recovery of $1.2 million in spares;
• inclusion in the UTR for the Network pool to allow for the recovery of NextBridge’s
proposed rates revenue requirement for 2022, for nine months of service beginning
on April 1, 2022, as described in Exhibit A, Tab 3, Schedule 1;
• use of a Custom Incentive Regulation Model as a framework to annually adjust
transmission rates for the period effective January 1, 2023 to December 31, 2031
as described in Exhibit A, Tab 3, Schedule 1, and the related rates, charges, and
conditions of services;
• establishment of the accounting orders for a construction cost variance account
(“CCVA”) to be made effective the date of the filing of this Application, as described
in Exhibit H, Tab 1, Schedule 1;
• establishment of the accounting orders for a debt rate variance account (“DRVA”)
to track and effectuate the one-time update to the cost of long-term debt in 2023
to reflect the actual cost of long-term debt associated with the financing of EastWest Tie line, as described in Exhibit H, Tab 1, Schedule 1;
• establishment of the accounting orders for taxes or payments in lieu of taxes
variance account (“PILsVA”) effective April 1, 2022, as described in Exhibit H, Tab
1, Schedule 1;
• establishment of the accounting orders for a revenue differential variance account
(“RDVA”) effective April 1, 2022, as described in Exhibit H, Tab 1, Schedule 1;
• establishment of a Z-factor account if material costs are incurred for unforeseen
events for reasons beyond the company's control that occur during the IR Term,
as described in Exhibit H;
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Opening Rate Base 01/04/22 (UCT to Confirm)
Cost Item
Construction Costs (In-service April 1 2022)

$737 M

Development Costs

$31.2m

Phase Shift Costs

$5.33 M

Spares

$1.2 M

TOTAL

$774.94M
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Exhibit E Tab 1Schedule 1Page 2
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Exhibit F
Tab 4
Schedule 1
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Exhibit F
Tab 4
Schedule 2
Page 9

Exhibit F
Tab 6
Schedule 1
Page 1 of 1

SHARED SERVICES AND CORPORATE COST ALLOCATION

1. NextBridge will not be charged a flat or already determined corporate cost allocation from
any parent or partner entities. Charges where appropriate, will come from personnel
directly supporting NextBridge. Personnel account for the amount of time spent on
NextBridge work in a time recording system. The resulting cost NextBridge will receive is
that amount of time, worked on NextBridge, multiplied by the earnings paid to that
employee. The earnings include the hourly amount of salary plus an adder representative
of the benefits paid to that employee. The estimation of these costs have been reflected
in the OM&A budget. Since NextBridge is requesting an IR Term of 10 years, any potential
overages in charges will be paid by NextBridge. Examples of corporate services are
listed below:
• Governance support: compliance, internal audit, legal counsel
• Construction & Operations Support: power delivery operations, engineering &
construction, integrated supply chain, environmental. NextBridge can leverage
NEE’s commercial and technical practices and knowledge regarding construction,
compliance and operations capabilities.
• Corporate Support: accounting, finance, corporate tax, treasury, cash
management, human resources, benefits administration, time and payroll
processing, information technology, and corporate communications

Exhibit I.NextBridge.STAFF.30
Page 1 of 2
Question(s):
a) Please breakdown the $1.67 million Compliance and Administration expenses
into:
i) Project Director’s Office
ii) Property Owner Relations
iii) Non-Indigenous Stakeholder Relations
iv) Corporate Services
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v) Insurance expenses.
b) Could you please quantify the cost savings associated with not seeking recovery
of 25% of the Project Director’s labour costs?
c) Please explain the rationale that was used to determine the 75% recovery of the
Project Director’s labour costs.
d) Please confirm that this plan to recover 75% of the Project Director’s labour costs
meets the requirements of the Affiliate Relationship Code.
RESPONSE
a) Compliance and Administration of $1.67 million is broken down as follows:
i) Project Director’s Office: $627,000
ii) Property Owner Relations: $169,000
iii) Non-Indigenous Stakeholder Relations: $254,000
iv) Corporate Services: $558,000
v) Insurance expenses: $62,000
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Exhibit F
Tab 11
Schedule 1
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Exhibit G
Tab 1
Schedule 1
Page 3 of 3
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Exhibit BTab 1Schedule 7Page 2
CRA Benchmark

Exhibit D
Tab 1
Schedule 1

The CRA study concludes that OM&A costs per km for the East-West Tie line remain lower
than the benchmarks even under forecasting sensitivity tests. NextBridge’s rates were
found to be cost competitive to Bruce to Milton and Niagara Reinforcement.
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Exhibit CTab 2 Schedule 3 Page 1 of 5
PHASE SHIFT COSTS
1. A total of $5.3 million in costs (as shown in Table 1 below) were also deemed eligible for
consideration as construction costs in the Decision and Order dated December 20, 2018
(EB-2017-0182). These costs were incurred during the development period and are
needed to construct the East-West Tie line. They were spent during the development
period because these activities take longer periods of time and by working on them as
early as possible it mitigated risk to the project schedule. These costs are included in
opening rate base balance

Exhibit C Tab 2 Schedule 4

FORECAST CONSTRUCTION COSTS

1. A total of $737.1 million in construction costs is forecasted to complete the East-West Tie
line, of which 57% have already been incurred as of October 31, 2020. The cost
categories in table below follow the format and order used in NextBridge’s quarterly
reports to the OEB. As evidenced in Exhibit B and in the CRA report attached at
Exhibit B, Tab 1, Schedule 7, Attachment 1, NextBridge’s construction costs are in line
when benchmarked with other constructed transmission lines. The table below shows
the total construction costs per category, for the estimated completion of the line
assuming an in-service date of March 31, 2022.
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Exhibit C
Tab 2
Schedule 5

SPARE STRATEGY

1. A total of $1.2 million in spare equipment are to be procured prior to the March 31, 2022
in-service date to ensure reliability and are included in the proposed revenue requirement.
Due to the long procurement times of transmission towers, a good utility practice is to have
a spare strategy to procure a minimum requirement of towers and associated components
to address potential events. The determination of the amount of spare equipment was
based on the extensive experience of affiliates of NEET, who presently develop and
operates transmission assets across North America. The statistical probability of extreme
ice and wind events and ESL of the assets (i.e., “like new”) were also factored into the
decision of the amount of materials needed. These spares will be purchased prior to the
in-service date to allow for already negotiated favorable pricing
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Exhibit C
Tab 6
Schedule 1
Page 1 of 1

CUSTOMER CONNECTION AND COST RECOVERY AGREEMENT

1. NextBridge is in the process of entering into a Customer Connection and Cost Recovery
Agreement (“CCRA”) with HONI. This agreement allows HONI to perform the work
required to connect the East-West Tie line to Hydro One’s transmission system, namely:
 four new 230 kV circuits W35M, W36M, M37L and M38L, to Hydro One’s
transmission system at Wawa TS, Marathon TS and Lakehead TS, and
 the reconfiguration of the existing facilities and addition of new facilities at the three
terminal stations of the East-West Tie, namely Wawa TS, Marathon TS and
Lakehead TS, to provide 450 MW east-west power transfer capability
2. Hydro One will provide project management, engineering, equipment and material,
construction, and commissioning of new and modified Hydro One facilities for the EastWest Tie connection work. The engineering and construction cost of the Hydro One work
will be included in Hydro One’s rate base in accordance with the decision(s) of the Ontario
Energy Board in EB-2017-0194. At this time the CCRA and associated terms and
conditions are undergoing review between both parties with the intention of reaching a
mutually acceptable agreement by the end of Q1 2021. When the agreement is finalized
NextBridge and HONI will provide an update to the OEB that includes cost and
accounting treatment for the agreement.
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SEC INTERROGATORY #2
INTERROGATORY
Question:
[A-3-1, p.6; https://www.oeb.ca/sites/default/files/OEB-ltr-2021-inflation-updates20201109.pdf]
Please explain why the Applicant is not proposing to use the OEB’s inflation factor
weighting for transmission Revenue Cap Plans of 86%/14%, as opposed to its proposed
70%/30% weighting.
RESPONSE
Please see response to Staff #3 c.
Exhibit I.NextBridge.STAFF.3
Page 2 of 2
c) The inflation factor in the application was based off 2020 parameters for distributors
as the 2020 parameters did not provide a transmitter specific split therefore the
weighting of 70%/30% was used by NextBridge. The 2021 inflation parameters did
indicate a transmitter specific split and were released on November 9, 2020, after the
NextBridge application was filed. If NextBridge were to update to the 2021 inflation
parameters that have since been released, the weighting of 86%/14% would be
utilized and the calculation would still result in same inflation factor of 2% as used in
NextBridge’s application.
Questions:
a) Please provide, in table form, a breakdown of the $1.27 million operations and
maintenance expenses including:
a. Expense for NEET Agreement;
b. Expense for HONI SLA;
c. Expense for maintenance services not included in the HONI SLA,
including services identified in response to Staff-15a, and Staff-23d.
d. Expense for maintenance services contract described in response to
Staff-35 if separate from contracts identified above;
e. Other expenses (please describe).
RESPONSE
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Exhibit I.NextBridge.STAFF.30
Page 1 of 2
Question(s):
a) Please breakdown the $1.67 million Compliance and Administration expenses
into:
i) Project Director’s Office
ii) Property Owner Relations
iii) Non-Indigenous Stakeholder Relations
iv) Corporate Services
v) Insurance expenses.
b) Could you please quantify the cost savings associated with not seeking recovery
of 25% of the Project Director’s labour costs?
c) Please explain the rationale that was used to determine the 75% recovery of the
Project Director’s labour costs.
d) Please confirm that this plan to recover 75% of the Project Director’s labour costs
meets the requirements of the Affiliate Relationship Code.
RESPONSE
a) Compliance and Administration of $1.67 million is broken down as follows:
i) Project Director’s Office: $627,000
ii) Property Owner Relations: $169,000
iii) Non-Indigenous Stakeholder Relations: $254,000
iv) Corporate Services: $558,000
v) Insurance expenses: $62,000
ENERGY PROBE INTERROGATORY #17
INTERROGATORY
Reference: Exhibit B, Tab 1, Schedule 6, Page 2, Table 1
Preamble: “The following Table 1 provides a summary of NextBridge’s overall capital
expenditures plan. With the exception of expenditures in 2022 (the Test Year), none of
the remaining years’ expenditures which will be requested to be included in the currently
requested revenue requirement in this case nor recorded in a deferral account.
NextBridge proposes to seek prudency(sic) for these expenditures as part of its next
rebasing that will occur at the end of the IR Term.”
a) Why are there no other Capital Expenditures, for example replacement of damaged
assets?
b) Please provide a Table that shows all of the Capital Expenditures for the Deferred
IRM period 2022-2031, included those listed in Table 1.
c) Why has UCT/ NextBridge not Prepared a Transmission System Plan that sets out
the Assets that will be replaced during the 10 year IRM period?
d) Please provide a projection of the UCT/NextBridge Gross and net assets and
regulatory Rate Base for the IRM period.
RESPONSE
a) The capital expenditures in Exhibit B, Tab 1, Schedule 6, Page 2, Table 1, are what
NextBridge expects to incur during the IR Term. As the asset is new, replacement
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of damaged assets is not expected during the IR Term, absent an unexpected event.
To address unexpected events, NextBridge has included a spare strategy as set forth
in Exhibit C, Tabs 1 and 2. The spare strategy will help ensure prompt replacement
of potentially damaged assets during the IR term.
b) The capital expenditures for the IR period are in Exhibit B, Tab 1, Schedule 6, Page
2, Table 1, and further explained by category in Exhibit B, Tab 1, Schedule 6, Page
3 through Page 7.
c) Please see the response to part a.
d) NextBridge is not requesting capital expenditures to be added to rate base over the
IR term. Therefore, the gross plant shown in Exhibit C, Tab 1, Schedule 1, Page 3,
Table 3 of $775.2 million is not expected to change over the IR period. The net plant
value would decrease annually by the depreciation expense of $9.3 million shown in
Exhibit F, Tab 11, Schedule 1, Page 1, Table 1.
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ENERGY PROBE INTERROGATORY #30
INTERROGATORY
Reference: Exhibit H, Tab 1, Schedule 1, Page 1
Preamble: “NextBridge seeks Board approval to establish five new deferral/variance
accounts. NextBridge does not have any existing deferral and variance accounts for
which it is seeking continuation or disposition of in this Application. All requested
accounts are symmetrical and could reflect in positive or negative adjustments to the
requested revenue
requirement:
 Taxes or Payments in Lieu of Taxes Variance Account,( account 1592)
 Revenue Differential Variance Account (RDVA)
 Construction Cost Variance Account (CCVA)
 Debt Rate Variance Account (DRVA)
 Z-Factor Treatment (Account 1572 – Extraordinary Event Costs)”
a) Please confirm that the RDVA only applies to the impact of delays in the ISD.
b) How/when will the balance of the CCVA be reviewed and disposed of?
c) When will the Cost of Capital be determined and will this and the DRVA be subject
of Board Review?
d) Please confirm that the Board does not approve Z factor accounts in advance but
requires the utility to apply reflecting the circumstances related to the request.
RESPONSE
a) Not confirmed. The RDVA will track the revenue impact for differences in the
current in-service date of March 31, 2022 versus revenues associated with an inservice
date prior to or after March 31, 2022.
b) NextBridge proposes to seek initial disposition of the CCVA in the second annual
update following in-service. This update is expected to be filed in 2023 for inclusion
in 2024 UTR rates. NextBridge proposes to leave the CCVA open for the remainder
of the IR term, and seek final disposition at the end of the IR term in the next rebasing
application.
c) NextBridge expects to know the actual cost of long-term debt closer to the March
31, 2022 in-service date. The DRVA will be audited prior to disposition in the second
annual update following the in-service date, and subject to prudence review by the OEB
at the time of disposition.
d) Yes, NextBridge will apply for Z-factor treatment if material costs are incurred for
unforeseen events during the IR term.
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ENERGY PROBE INTERROGATORY #14
INTERROGATORY
Reference: Exhibit B, Tab 1, Schedule 4, Page 7, Table 2. Quantity of Major
Transmission
Assets Exhibit C, Tab 1, Schedule 1, Page 2 of 3 Table 1. Gross Plant Summary ($ M)
Preamble: “The asset profile, as noted in Table 2 above, provides the average age of
the components and the ESL. The ESL is defined as the average time duration in years
that an asset can be expected to operate under normal system conditions and is
determined by similar useful life data presented in HONI’s rate case filings found in
Board File No. EB- 2019- 0178 and Board File No. EB-2018-0275.”
a) Please list the Hydro One Transmission/UCT interface/connection points.
b) Please confirm that all Stations and Transformers and associated costs are owned
by Hydro One Transmission.
c) What costs at Stations are included in UCT Assets costs?
d) Please provide the asset life for each category in Table 2.
e) Please provide the Net Book value of each of the the categories of assets at the ISD
of March 31, 2022.
f) Please confirm the Opening Rate Base on April 1, 2022.
g) If the Project is delayed how will this affect Opening Rate Base?
RESPONSE
a) Please see table below:
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b) Yes, confirming all stations and transformers and associated costs are owned by
Hydro One Transmission.
c) NextBridge does not have station costs.
d) Please see response to BOMA #1.
e) Please see Exhibit C, Tab 4, Schedule 1, Attachment 3, Page 2 – “Fixed Asset
Continuity Schedule.” The column “Cost Opening balance” provides the Net Book
Value on April 1, 2022 (Note – on April 1, 2022 the Net Book Value is equivalent to
Gross Book Value as there is no accumulated depreciation as of April 1, 2022.)
f) Opening rate base on April 1, 2022 is $774.9 million, as shown in Exhibit C, Tab 1,
Schedule 1, Page 3, Table 3.
g) Opening rate base would not be impacted if the East-West Tie line is delayed. If
construction costs are impacted by the delay, the CCVA will be used to account for
the cost differences.
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Energy Probe Exhibit K
Based on Exhibit E Tab1 Schedule 1
Exhibit F Tab1 S1,11,13; Exhibit G-1-1

NextBridge Revenue Requirement under Proposed 10 year Revenue Cap Index
2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

56.88

58.02

59.18

60.36

61.57

62.80

64.06

65.34

66.65

Rate Base (Avg NBV)

770.43

Cost of Capital @WACC 5.32%

40.99

Depreciation Expense

9.26

OM&A (1)

4.94

Income Taxes

0.58

Revenue Requirement @2% RCI

55.77

5 year RR 10 year RR

290.21

610.63

Notes:
2022 Rate Base (Avg NBV 9/12 of $774.9M)

Energy Probe Cost of Service Scenario

NextBridge Proposed Revenue Requirement Under Cost Of Service $millions
2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

770.43

761.17

751.91

742.65

733.39

724.13

714.87

705.61

696.35

687.09

TSP Capital/ISA (Deferral Account)

0.00

0.58

1.30

1.92

2.17

2.34

2.71

3.47

3.72

3.77

Cost of Capital @WACC 5.32%

40.99

40.53

40.07

39.61

39.13

38.65

38.18

37.72

37.24

36.75

Depreciation Expense

9.26

9.26

9.26

9.26

9.26

9.26

9.26

9.26

9.26

9.26

OM&A (1)

4.94

5.04

5.14

5.24

5.35

5.45

5.56

5.67

5.79

5.90

Net Income BT

55.19

54.82

54.47

54.11

53.74

53.36

53.00

52.66

52.29

51.92

Income Taxes

-0.58

-0.56

-0.55

-0.55

-0.54

-0.54

-0.53

-0.52

-0.52

-0.51

Base Revenue Requirement

54.61

54.26

53.92

53.56

53.20

52.82

52.47

52.14

51.77

51.41

Rate Base

Notes
Rate Base declines by Annual Depreciation
TSP Capital Net IRR Staff 34

Income taxes rough estimate

Totals

Totals

5 year RR 10 year RR

269.55

530.16

